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A long-term mobility for the apprentices? It is possible!
Thanks to the tools developed by the European project TRaining for APPrentices (TRAPP)
For more than 2 years, TRAPP partners have been developing innovative tools and solutions to facilitate, secure and promote long-term mobility of
apprentices in Europe. Tested during the implementation of 5 pilot mobilities of 5 to 8 weeks, these solutions provide answers to the main obstacles to longterm mobility of apprentices, encountered by European mobility coordinators and vocational training centres.
Discover all the tools from TRAPP project:

Clarifying and securing the legal framework
for the apprentices abroad
With:
➢ A report clarifying the administrative and
legal aspects to be considered to secure
apprentices during a long-term mobility,
enriched with practical examples and
recommendations from the experience
of TRAPP partners.
➢ A toolkit with the templates of the legal
documents used to set up pilot mobilities
within the framework of TRAPP.

Ensuring an equivalent presence in human
resources
With:
➢ A methodological guide to understand
what cross-mobilities are, as solutions to
ensure HR equivalence in companies and
how to organize them, enriched with
practical examples and
recommendations from TRAPP
experience.
➢ A toolkit to facilitate the recruitment of
apprentices and companies and to
promote good collaboration between incompany trainers, teachers and
apprentices during the time of the
mobility.

Guaranteeing the continuity of the
apprentice’s educational path during the
mobility
With:
➢ A steps-by-steps pedagogical guide to
ensure a coherent educational program
thanks to the implementation of a
Learning Agreement in line with the
apprentice’s curriculum.
➢ Useful templates to easily implement
and replicate the different steps for new
mobilities.

➢ A collection of digital tools to allow
remote learning of theoretical subjects
while being abroad.

You want to know more and/or use these tools? They are available on

Valorization of the professional skills
acquired during a mobility
With:
A report including:
➢ Information on the dimensions to
consider for the recognition and
assessment of skills.
➢ Information and examples of European
and national assessment and
valorization tools and methodologies
used for TRAPP pilot mobilities.

➢ And additional resources experimented
with TRAPP to improve the recognition
of the skills acquired abroad.
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